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Liberty Healthcare's accessories range boasts an array of items for clinical, comfort, additional safety and

cosmetic purposes. 

Nothing compliments a bed set from our SLEEP range better than a Liberty HealthCare accessory. From

optional accessory items such as Side Grip Handles, Bed Rails and Assistive Technologies, to something that

compliments your sleep set like our Hudson Upholstered Head Board, Upholstered Bed Frame Side Panels

and Fabric Velcro Skirts. 

The Liberty HealthCare Bed Accessories range makes your adjustable bed set fit right into any bedroom

setting. 

Side Grip Handle

'Hudson' Upholstered Head Board in Night (1200mm)
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DVA Cards Accepted

ACCESSORIES

Upholstered High Foot

Board in Night (560mm)

Optional Accessories

Side Grip Handles

(The side grip handles provide a solid holding point for getting in and out of bed) 

Mattress Support Bars

(The mattress support bars help to reduce mattress movement)

Bed Rails

(When raised the bed rail is effective at preventing falls from bed. For patient transfers

and repositioning the bed rail may be lowered down out of the way) 

Bed Rail Covers 

(Available in 7 different colours the padded bed rail cover slides over the rail and

fastens at the bottom with velcro. Please note, the cover needs to be removed before

collapsing of the bed rail)

Backup Battery

(The battery backup provides power to the adjustable bed should the main power

supply fail)
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Memory Topper 

(Otherwise known as “memory foam” or, “slow recovery foam”)



ACCESSORIES

Jellybean Switch

(Is designed to be used in situations where a traditional wired switch

is unsuitable or inconvenient)

Scanning Bed Controller

(Gives people with extremely limited movement full control over an

electric bed)

Sip n Puff

(Ideal for people who have limited or no motor capability to operate switch

activated devices)

Bed Switch Mount (Sip n Puff)

(Attached under the mattress it holds the switch in an accessible

position)

Gooseneck Mount with Universal Clamp (Sip n Puff)
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Assistive Technologies



Spare Parts (Standard Inclusions)
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Corded and Cordless Handset (Dewert)

Tilt Homecare 

Hi-Lo

Homecare Hi-Lo

& Ultra Low
Cordless 

(Excludes Tilt Range)

Homecare 

75mm Grey Locking Castors (x4)

(Additional castor sizes available - 50mm | 100mm | 125mm)

50mm Bed Base Sleeping Platform

(Additional thickness sizes available - 25mm | 100mm)

Foot Bar

(Helps prevent the mattress from slipping whilst in motion)

Foot Bar Cover

(Available in 7 different colours)

Bed Base Cover

(Available in 7 different colours)

Self Levelling Feet

Corded Handset (Linak)

Homecare Homecare

Hi-Lo 

Homecar Hi-Lo 

with Trendelenburg 

(Forward & Reverse Lift)


